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Raspberry jam sheet cake recipe

A few weeks ago I made a white chocolate raspberry cake, and the real star of the show was her raspberry cake stuffing! It was deliciously sweet and tart, and the consistency was perfect for filling the cake. The cake recipe was pretty detailed, so I wanted to make a post sharing just raspberry stuffing. I also think this will encourage people to be creative and add this stuffing to
their favorite cake and cupcake recipes. This stuffing will be amazing with my chocolate layer cake recipe, or even my matcha cake recipe. The sky is the limit!! Give This Raspberry Cake a Smooth-Smooth TextureI love the texture of the seeds in fresh raspberries and in raspberry jam, but I have a strong feeling when it comes to the texture of raspberry stuffing. It really needs to
be seedless. Raspberry stuffing is usually made with fresh or frozen raspberries cooked to help concentrate the mixture. It thickens the mixture and enhances the taste of the filling. When doing this, the seeds in the mixture also become more concentrated. If you do not strain the mixture, the texture of the seeds can be amazing. I think the filling is much better without the seeds!!
The photo below shows the stuffing after straining, but before thickened with cornstarch porridge. My advice: Use strainerI hate tense things, but this is one of those situations where I am willing to whip my mesh filter and put in the work. This helps us get the stuffing to have the gorgeous consistency shown in the photo above. The mixture is quite thick once cooked, so you really
need to push it firmly with a rubber spatula to get it through a sieve. It takes a few minutes to do, and a little arm exercise. But it's 100% worth it!! You should be left with about 1/2 cup of concentrated raspberry seeds, which can be arranged. Frozen vs. Fresh RaspberriesI tested this recipe with fresh raspberries and frozen raspberries. Both of these types work well, so you can
make this recipe well! If raspberries are in season, using fresh raspberries is a good idea! Frozen raspberries work well in the offseason, or if you can't get fresh raspberries. Frozen raspberries are also slightly cheaper than fresh raspberries. For convenience I like to use frozen raspberries, as I do not have to worry about them spoiling if I do not use them immediately. I also think
that frozen raspberries are picked at the peak of maturity, while some fresh raspberries are picked before fully ripe to make transport easier. Getting The Consistency Right For CakeSeleri cooking raspberries does thicken the mixture, it doesn't make it thick enough to add to the cake. If you've never tried adding a bunch of jam between layers of high cake, you know you need a
thick filling or a layer of cake you're sliding into Place! I like to call it slips and slides, and it makes decorating cakes a nightmare. You also need to fill the cake to make sure it's remove the sides of your cake after they are stacked and frozen. Even with the help of a frozen pipe ring (i.e. a frozen dam), the filling can still flow out as the cake settles. Believe me, I've had my share of
fruitcake melted, and there's nothing worse!! Thicken this Raspberry Cake Filling with Cornstarch This recipe is designed to make a very thick filling once it is fully cooled. Finally almost as thick as jelly. The secret to making this raspberry cake stuffing so thick is cornstarch! This recipe adds porridge (a mixture of cornstarch and water) to a partially cooked raspberry mixture. Using
porridge rather than adding cornstarch directly into the filling makes it much easier to put cornstarch into the filling. I hate making extra dishes, but you can't add cornstarch directly to the raspberry mixture. I've tried it, and you end up with a lot of small clumps of cornstarch in your filling!! My Secret IngredientsWhen I make anything with strawberries or raspberries, I like to include a
little fresh lemon juice and zest. This recipe uses both! I think it really enhances the taste of the fruit, and adds a bright flavor pop. Make sure you have fresh lemons! Pre-squeezed lemon juice does not have the same effect. Even if you plan to add this stuffing to something with chocolate in it, I still recommend adding lemon. Lemon really only acts accents, and is not the dominant
flavor in stuffing. Best Raspberry Cake Stuffing Tips:Make a raspberry cake fill at least the day before to allow it to thicken and develop its flavor Naturally using fresh lemon juice and zest, to enhance the tartness of raspberryStrain the raspberry mixture to remove its seeds, to give it a smooth texture Of SilkAll the leftover stuffing to fill the cupcake, add to the cake thumbprint, or
even to the top of the ice cream! Make This Cake in Advance and Storage Tips:This raspberry cake stuffing can be made up to two weeks in advance if stored in an airtight container in the fridge These raspberry cake stiffening can be stored in the freezer for up to a month if stored in an airtight containerIf you try this rubber spatula cake before adding it to your cake to make it more
easily spreadLet Me Know What You ThinkIf you try this raspberry cake I want to hear what you think! Please leave a rating below, and comment to let me know your thoughts Other Recipes You Might Like: 4 cups fresh or frozen raspberries (500 grams) 3/4 cup granulated sugar (150 grams) 1 Tbsp lemon juice (12 grams) 2 tsp fresh lemon zest (5 grams) 1/2 cup water, divided
(118 grams) - half added to the raspberry mixture, half used to make cornstarch porridge 1/4 cup cornstarch (31 grams)If possible, make the raspberry stuffing first! additionally will allow the filling to thicken and develop its flavor. Place frozen or fresh raspberries, granulated sugar, lemon juice and lemon zest, and 1/4 cup deep water and heat over medium-high heat. Stir the
mixture until it starts to boil. Turn down the heat to medium-low, and let the stuffing boil for 10-15 minutes. Turn off the heat and remove the pan from the stove. Pour the stuffing into a metal sieve hanging over a medium-sized bowl, and push through using rubber stapula. Use a decent amount of pressure to actually get all the liquid through a sieve. You should be left with about
1/2 cup of seedy pulp. In a separate small bowl, make the porridge by combining the remaining 1/4 cup of water with cornstarch. Stir until the cornstarch is completely dissolved into the water. Add this cornstarch mixture to the strained raspberry filling, and stir until incorporated. Rinse your pan and pour the stuffing back into it (you don't want the leftover seeds to get into the
stuffing). Heat with medium high heat, and be sure to move constantly during this stage to prevent stuffing from burning. Cook until the mixture starts to boil, then lower the heat to medium low. Keep stirring, and cook for a few extra minutes. Turn off the heat and pour the raspberry stuffing into a separate bowl to cool. Cover with plastic wrap and place in the fridge for at least 1
hour, or preferably overnight. This recipe makes about 1.5 cups of raspberry cake stuffing, which is enough to fill an 8-inch layer cake. Make This Cake Filling First and Storage Tips:This raspberry cake stuffing can be made up to two weeks in advance if stored in an airtight container in the fridgeA frozen cake stuffing filled with raspberry cake can last in the fridge for up to a week,
or in the freezer for up to a month. Buttercream locks in all the moisture, keeping the cake fresh and delicious! 1.5 1 Total Per Serving Calories 1667 Unsaturated Fats 7g Unsaturated Fats 0gTrans Fat 0gUnsaturation Fat 1g Cholesterol 3mgSodium 609mgCarboh 401gFiber 55gSugar 191gProtein 12g Jump to RecipeThis Raspberry &amp;amp; Vanilla Swirl Sheet Cake not only
tastes good but is very easy to make. Raspberry and vanilla jam goes very well together in this delicious moist cake. After I make Blueberries &amp;amp; My Lemon Swirl Loaf Cake, I know it won't be my last cake with a vortex of jam! Raspberries are one of my favorite fruits and they run very well with many flavors; Vanilla became one of them. I don't know if it's just me, but
raspberries seem to have a fairly short shelf life. They can also be a little expensive compared to other fruits. These reasons, plus the fact you might have some raspberry jam in your closet; means using jam is a great option. Jam also helps to give extra moisture to cakes that fresh raspberries won't always. Like many of my favorite cakes, Raspberry &amp;amp; Vanilla Swirl
Sheet Cake easy to make. It doesn't take much time at all to make and then you can forget about it while in the oven. You then just have to let it cool without the need for further effort. This is my favorite type of cake for during the week when you don't have the working hours to make fancy cakes. My Peanut Butter &amp;amp; Chocolate Banana Bread is one of these recipes. It's a
delicious cake. Yogurt helps keep the cake completely moist and gives it such a beautiful texture. If you do not like to use raspberry jam, strawberries will work very well as well. Total Time 1 hour 10 minutes 300 g margarine 265 g caster sugar 4 eggs 330 g plain flour 2 tsp baking powder pinch salt 160 g yogurt 2 tsp vanilla bean paste 200 g Raspberry jam Coat a 20x20cm tin and
preheat the oven to 170ºC (fan assisted or 190ºC non fan) Margarine cream and sugar together until light and fluffy Add the eggs and mix before adding the remaining ingredients apart from jam. Mix until completely combined Pour half of the cake mixture into the prepared tin and puree Using half the jam, add the stuffed on top of the cake and then run a knife or skewer through
the jam to create a vortex pattern Add the rest of the cake mixture before smoothing and repeating the same process as before with the rest of the Bake jam for 50-55 minutes until the cocktail stick comes out clean Leave to cool a little in the tin before allowing it to cool completely on a wire rack. Once cooled cut into 9 equal squares Stir the jam in a bowl to make it a more runnier
consistency before adding to the Raspberry &amp; cake Vanilla Swirl Sheet Cake Calories 593 Calories from Fat 261* Percent Daily Value based on a 2000 calorie diet. Pin to then Link to
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